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The borrowers tagged with arrears, defaults, less payment, late payment, bankruptcy etc want to
search a economic result so that they can free them from fears, worry and strain. It happens when
the borrowers get hold of finance from a variety of sources and cannot reimburse the loan amounts
honoring the agreements duly. They find a dark wall on their back and no choice to step ahead.
Debt management is the solution in such situation and they should know it.

Debt management is in fact a financial program or financial plan which debt management
professionals can envisage for the assistance of the people who are attentive by multiple loans. The
borrowers, with no run away route from the ultimate financial disaster known, should contact the
debt management professional to secure their expert advices.

What really the debt management intelligent do for serving the borrowers who have by now reached
close to the danger zone? They collect complete in order of financial transactions made by the
borrower worried. The borrower must put up all the related papers relating to his financial activities
which should at least include the following:

1. Amounts of loans rented

2. Rates of interest, repayment durations and other terms and condition

3. Total exceptional

4. Accounts of payment and non-payment in details

5. Name, address and collection account of the borrower

6. Names and address of the lenders

7. Accounts associated to monthly income of the borrower

The debt management program professionals will then obtain all these into thought and prepare a
plan, a plan which can be implemented for all sensible purposes. The next task of the debt
management practitioner is to create an agreement sheet which would stand his proposals. Then he
will have to find a credit grantor who will agree to the proposals mentioned in the conformity.

The debt management practitioner tries to generate a workable condition for the borrower. His
complete exceptional makes an amount which he will safe and sound from the credit grantor as a
single loan. Now, the borrower is to apparent this single loan instead of the multiple loan amounts.
The debt management practitioner convince the acclaim grantor to come to an conformity with the
borrower and to offer him the loan at positive terms and condition.

The borrower and the acclaim grantor are bound to oblige the debt management agreement which
has been framed officially. The borrower will not go for any other finance till he clears the loan
amount confirmed in the debt management agreement. He will have to accept that the information
of this agreement will be found in his credit report for the next 5 years.
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